
 

 
New Affiliate Marketing Tutorial from Ontario Based Expert Sets the Market on 

Fire.    

 

A new affiliate marketing training module named Affiliate Rollout is making a 

substantial impact on the market immediately after its release. The program has been 

created by Ontario based marketing expert and respected business coach Mr. Michael 

Bashi. This program has been created to help the beginners to venture into the highly 

rewarding field of affiliate business.    

 

Ontario based affiliate marketing genius Michael Bashi's recently released online 

tutorial has received exceptional response in its early days, on the market. The program 

named Affiliate Rollout is created exclusively for the beginners looking to launch their 

home based online business without spending a huge amount of money on training. Mr. 

Bashi is a familiar name in the online business fraternity, thanks to his numerous business 

tutorials suited for different levels of expertise. He is also a successful online marketer 

and well known business consultant with years of experience behind him. Affiliate 

Rollout program teaches exactly how to establish a sound money making affiliate 

business platform using Facebook. 

 

Affiliate marketing is one of the most popular forms of online business these days, and 

thousands of people all over the world have either built, or are trying to build a career out 

of it.  However, building a successful affiliate business as a beginner requires proper 

guidance. This is exactly where Mike Bashi's new program comes in. Affiliate Rollout is 

probably the easiest online resource in the present market to start an online business. 

Talking about the program, Mr. Bashi says, "The techniques shared in this course are 

those which I have been using with excellent success rate for nearly five years now".   

 

The members of the program have mentioned that Affiliate Rollout's uniqueness lies in 

the fact that it offers 20 thoroughly researched Facebook campaigns for them. Many of 

these members have already started making money from their new affiliate marketing 

business. Larry from Montreal could not hide excitement about the program. He states, "I 

still can't believe that I have an affiliate business that really makes money. I have spent a 

lot on different useless programs. Affiliate Rollout rocks!"   

 

About the Company: The Affiliate Rollout is a recently launched training module from 

distinguished internet marketing expert Michael Bashi. This website has been created 

specifically for the beginners in the world of affiliate marketing.  
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Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 
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